
Rebirth of Wild Fire - Chapter 5 

 

Chapter 5 - Crispy Electric Eel Meat Recipe (Gold) 

The city of St. Gall is a main city. If you want to upgrade, you can use the teleport to go to various 

local villages, but villages can only provide players to level 10. After level 10, you still have to 

upgrade outside the main city. 

Lu Yang ran back to the safe zone. At this time, there were a lot of players in the safe zone. Players 

continued to enter the game, and players continued to teleport to various towns to upgrade. 

I came to Giant Town through the teleporter. The reason why the town is named is not really that 

there are giants, but because the town is at the junction of the plains and mountains, and the 

mountains next to it reflect like giants at sunset. Get the name. 

When Lu Yang came here, the level 1 to level 2 monster field outside the town was already full of 

players. On the vast plain, the crowded stations were full of people. 

A level 1 horned deer just brushed out, before waiting to lower his head to graze, the six or seven 

long knives around at the same time waved out, and the horned deer died on the green grass. 

When everyone hurriedly looked at the experience bar, a player suddenly jumped up in excitement 

and said with a laugh: “Experience is mine, experience is mine.” 

Lu Yang laughed for a while, remembering that this was also the scene in his last life. The official of 

“Second World” thought that many people would play the game, and opened 50 newbie villages to 

each main city, but the first day of the game was not thought of. There are 10 million players 



entering the game, and even if there are 50 novice villages in each main city, each village will have 

to accommodate 20,000 people. 

When designing the game “Second World”, in order to prevent players from easily reaching one or 

two hundred levels, the game’s experience was calculated very precisely, and each level is very 

difficult. 

But everyone who knows the game knows that level 10 players can kill level 13 monsters, but level 0 

players can beat level 1 monsters, barely played level 2 monsters, and level 3 monsters can’t be 

killed. 

The area of level 1 monsters and level 2 monsters is so large. Now most players are crowded in the 

level 1 monster area, and a small number of them go to the level 2 monster area. The team is 

struggling to kill the monsters. The players are helpless. Officials are at a loss. 

However, the more so, the more interesting the player is, because the charm of the game lies in this. 

In such a relatively fair environment, who is willing to put in more time and effort, who has 

experience, awareness, The higher the trick, the more powerful. 

Lu Yang’s previous life is also like this group of people, it is difficult to blame among the crowd, but 

now that Lu Yang has revived his whole life, naturally there is no need to do so. 

The purpose of coming to Giant Town is also because there are bugs that can kill monsters, but Lu 

Yang still needs to do one thing before killing monsters. 

As a mage player, what is the biggest sorrow, is the poor! 

Most of the reasons for being poor are to buy medicines. A good master in the position does not 

need to add too much blood, but a master in the best position also lacks blue. 



In order to solve this problem, the previous mage players made various efforts. Later, some players 

discovered a secret. Outside of Xinshou Village, there were some strange people. These people are 

not useless passersby, but can teach. Advanced NPCs that give players special skills. 

For example, chef Bradman, who is located under a tree by the moat in front of the giant town, 

always asks for electric eel meat. 

Many people took this task, but no one could complete it, because they searched the bottom of the 

river and couldn’t find the electric eel. Later, someone found the electric eel at the bottom of a river 

two kilometers away from the moat. After handing it to Bradman, Bradman actually gave the player a 

golden cooking recipe. 

Crispy electric eel meat, although it is only a level 0 cooking product, is gold. It restores 200 health 

and 350 mana to the character within 30 seconds of use, and gains an intelligence by 5 after 8 

seconds of continuous use. Click to restore 8 magic buffs every 5 seconds for 1 hour. 

For all the mage players who burned blue in the early days, this is a very practical buff, which allows 

the mage to have a chance to kill monsters with too much health by slowly returning to blue when 

there is no blue in the battle. 

There was an uproar in the strategy. Numerous novice players scrambled to do this task. Lu Yang 

remembered that this task was also because he was also one of the countless scramblers in his last 

life. 

Out of the gate of Giant Town, two sword-armored soldiers stood on both sides of the gate, and 

under a big tree, Lu Yang saw chef Bradman under a tree less than 20 meters in front of the gate. 

Watching this fat middle-aged man anxiously rubbed his hands and fished by the river, Lu Yang 

went to Bradman and asked, “Sir, what are you doing?” 



As if to talk, Bradman said excitedly: “Oh my God, my favorite girlfriend will come to my house to 

date with me tomorrow, and name my favorite crispy electric eel meat, but this **** Why does the 

electric eel disappear from the river? If anyone can help me find the electric eel meat, I would like to 

teach him how to make crispy electric eel meat. “ 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Sir, don’t worry, I’m an adventurer. Let me help you.” 

Bradman folded his hands happily and said, “Really, sir, can you really help me find the electric eel?” 

Lu Yang picked up the fishing fork beside Bradman and said, “Of course there is no problem. 

Waiting for me to stay here, I will definitely come back ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ System prompt: You 

have accepted the commission of chef Bradman, Look for ten pieces of electric eel meat. 

The game is full of simulations. Fish is in the water. Lu Yang’s primary fire spells cannot be used in 

the water. Only the harpoon provided by the system can be used. 

Farewell to Bradman, Lu Yang ran towards the river almost two kilometers across the lake, half an 

hour later, Lu Yang found a river. 

System prompt: You found Landau River 

The river had originally been a level one, but was killed by players like wolf-like tigers. 

Lu Yang came under the bridge near the river, and the players around him immediately became 

nervous, thinking that there was one more to grab the monster. 

A warlock player frowned and said, “Friend, change places. There are already enough robbers 

here.” 

Other players also said in dissatisfaction: “Yeah, we have been covered here, please change your 

place.” 



Lu Yang glanced at everyone, sneering too lazy to jump into the river under the bridge with 

nonsense. 

A gray bar appeared on Lu Yang’s head. This is the time that the player can move in the water, 

which is about two minutes. After this time, the player died directly. 

In the selection of death methods in the last life, drowning firmly occupied the first place. Many 

people did not know that the first death was dedicated to the aggrieved method of drowning. 

 


